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We show from the photonic band calculation and the finite difference time domain simulation that
polymer photonic crystal slabs with a triangular array of air holes can exhibit complete photonic
band gaps for transverse electric-like modes. A line defect introduced in the polymer photonic
crystal slab can create guided modes which are useful in implementing low loss waveguides. We
also show that thermal nanoimprint lithography is an attractive way to pattern the triangular array
of air holes with high aspect ratio, which is a necessary step in the realization of the polymer
photonic crystal slab. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1857069g
Photonic crystals exhibit many interesting properties
such as photonic band gap sPBGd, i.e., the frequency range
where electromagnetic waves cannot propagate in any direc-
tion, and defect modes, i.e., the allowed modes in the PBGs
introduced by local defects in the photonic crystals.1–3 The
electromagnetic field of a defect mode is, just as the wave
function of a defect state is tightly localized around the de-
fect in semiconductors, strongly localized around the local
defect.4 Thus a point slined defect can act like a microcavity
swaveguided.5 Moreover, we can control the frequency of the
defect mode by changing the size and shape of the defect.
These controllable defect modes play key roles in the appli-
cations of photonic crystals in optical microcavities and
waveguides.6–8
Of various structures that have been proposed for photo-
nic crystals, photonic crystal slabs which are high dielectric
slabs with a two-dimensional array of air holes on low di-
electric substrates have been intensively investigated since
they can be fabricated at telecommunication wavelengths us-
ing semiconductor technologies and give an opportunity to
control the propagation of light in-plane.9 By incorporating
structural defects such as point or line defects into photonic
crystal slabs, various functional optical components can be
implemented. Thus they are expected to serve as new plat-
forms for planar photonic integrated circuits sPICsd.
Conventional planar PICs have been developed using
low dielectric materials such as polymers since these mate-
rials show low propagation loss at telecommunication wave-
lengths and are compatible with optical fibers.10 Thus, if
polymer slabs with two-dimensional periodic patterns,
namely polymer photonic crystal slabs, can exhibit PBGs,
they can be attractive candidates for platforms implementing
low loss PBG PICs. The previous works, however, have
shown that polymer photonic crystal slabs exhibit incomplete
in-plane PBGs and they are not suitable for the implementa-
tion of waveguides and cavities which play key roles in the
PBG functional devices.11–13
In this letter, we show that a polymer slabs suspended in
air with a triangular array of air holes can exhibit a complete
band gap for transverse electric sTEd-like modes whose mag-
netic field is parallel to the axis of hole and symmetric to the
horizontal plane bisecting the slab. The simulated transmis-
sion spectra for the modes propagating along the GK and GM
directions of the triangular lattice show a common stop band
range which agrees well with the region of the band gap
obtained by the photonic band calculation. We also show that
reduced width-line defects can create defect modes that are
useful in the implementation of low loss PBG waveguides.
In addition, we show that photonic crystal structures can be
fabricated using nanoimprint lithography sNILd, by molding
a regular array of holes into a thin thermoplastic polymer
layer.
We consider polystyrene as a suitable polymer material
because it can be molded due to its low glass transition tem-
perature sTg=90 °Cd and its refractive index sn=1.59d is
rather larger than those of other polymers used in optical
devices. The conjugate gradient plane wave expansion
method14 was employed to calculate the photonic band struc-
tures of the polymer slab with a triangular array of holes. The
transmission spectra were simulated using the three-
dimensional finite difference time domain method.15
Figure 1 shows the photonic band structure for TE-like
modes of the polystyrene photonic crystal slab assuming the
thickness of the slab t=1.2a and the hole radius R=0.34a,
where a is the lattice constant. The frequency is normalized
to 2pc /a, where c is the light speed in vacuum. The solid
line is the light line and thus the gray region denotes radia-
tion modes that can be coupled with free space modes. The
inset indicates the points of high symmetry in the first Bril-
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louin zone of the triangular lattice. One can see that the
polystyrene photonic crystal slab can exhibit a complete in-
plane PBG between 0.49 and 0.51. Note that the upper edge
frequency of the PBG is the intersection of light line and the
second band of GK direction, not the frequency of the second
eigenmode at M point. To confirm the narrow band gap, we
have also calculated the transmission spectra for the TE-like
modes propagating along GK and GM directions. Our calcu-
lation domain contained 13322 unit cells and each unit cell
was divided into 16316310 discretization grid cells. The
total number of time steps was 216, with each time step Dt
=Dx / s3cd. The source was simulated as a Gaussian beam in
time domain and in the coordinate space. Figure 2 shows the
simulated transmission spectra for the TE-like modes propa-
gating along GK ssolid lined and GM sdashed lined directions
assuming that the lattice constant of the triangular array is
775 nm and thus the diameter of hole 2R=527 nm s0.68ad
and the thickness of the polystyrene slab t=930 nm s1.2ad.
One can see the common stop band in the transmission spec-
tra along the two directions. The stop band range where the
transmittance is lower than 20 dB is from 1500 to 1580 nm.
This agrees well with the band gap range between 1519 and
1581 nm, which was determined from Fig. 1.
It is worth investigating defect modes of line defects in
the proposed polymer PBG structure since the defects have
played key roles in the implementation of various functional
PBG devices such as ultrasmall bending waveguides, power
dividers, directional couplers, and so on. The supercell
method was employed to calculate the photonic bands of
defect modes introduced by line defects. Figure 3 shows the
photonic bands when the width of line defect d=0.9W, where
W is the width of line defect created by removing a line of
holes in the GK direction. The closed sopend circles denote
the defect modes with even soddd parity which are symmetric
sasymmetricd about the plane bisecting the line defect. The
inset shows that the schematic of the line defect and the field
distribution of the even mode at k=0.5s2p /ad. One can see
that the field is strongly localized around the line defect,
indicating a creation of guided modes propagating along the
line defect. However, the band of even modes is so flat and
thus the guided range is narrow and their group velocities are
extremely small. These characteristics of the defect modes
have already been experimentally observed in the silicon-on-
insulator sSOId PBG slab waveguides.16 For practical appli-
cations, it is desirable to have a guided range of reasonable
width and single modes with sufficiently large group veloc-
ity. Thus various ways have been recently proposed to
achieve the desirable characteristics of SOI PBG slab
waveguides.17–19 We believe that the proposed methods can
also be applicable to the polymer PBG slab waveguides.
Nanofabrication of low refractive index material films
with one- or two-dimensional periodic patterns using parallel
and low-cost techniques such as NIL recently has attracted
considerable attention.20,21 NIL has demonstrated to be suit-
able for patterning various polymers and, if used as a resist,
these patterns can be transferred into inorganic materials.
150 mm wafers with feature sizes of 50 nm have been pro-
cessed and passive optical devices for the infrared and vis-
ible wavelength ranges have been realized.12,13 In realizing
FIG. 1. Photonic band structure for the TE-like modes of polystyrene pho-
tonic crystal slab in air with a triangular array of air holes when the thick-
ness t=1.2a and the hole radius R=0.34a, where a is the lattice constant.
The frequency is normalized to 2pc /a, where c is the light speed in
vacuum. The solid line is the light line. The inset indicates the points of high
symmetry in the first Brillouin zone of triangular lattice.
FIG. 2. Simulated transmission spectra for the TE-like modes propagating
along GK ssolid lined and GM sdashed lined directions when a=775 nm,
2R=527 nm s0.68ad, and t=930 nm s1.2ad. The stop band range where the
transmittance is lower than 20 dB is from 1500 to 1580 nm.
FIG. 3. Photonic bands of defect modes when the width of line defect d
=0.9W, where W is the width of the line defect created by removing one line
of holes in the GK direction. The closed sopend circles represent the defect
modes with even soddd parity which are symmetric sasymmetricd about the
plane bisecting the line defect. The inset shows the field distribution for
even mode at k=0.5s2p /ad.
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suspended polymer photonic crystal slabs, the difficulties lie
in the fabrication of patterns with high aspect ratio in the
polymer film because the choice of etch masks applicable to
polymeric materials is very limited. As a means of overcom-
ing this, we have employed NIL to emboss stamps with high
aspect ratio lines and rod arrays into thin polymer films di-
rectly and to transfer these patterns into various materials.22
Figure 4sad shows the scanning electron microscopy mi-
crograph of the silicon stamp having a triangular array of
circular rods with a line defect fabricated using e-beam li-
thography and subsequent anisotropic reactive ion etching of
silicon. The radius of rod is 130 nm and the lattice constant
405 nm. We were able to imprint the silicon stamp with the
rod height of 400 nm polymethylmethacrylate sPMMAd sn
=1.49d film on the silicon substrate fFig. 4sbdg. The averaged
depth of imprinted holes measured by the atomic force mi-
croscopy is about 385 nm, which is a little bit lower than the
rod height of the stamp. Patterning of higher aspect ratio
structures may also be possible with optimized process pa-
rameters, better anti-adhesive layers and stamps with
smoother side wall roughness. The dimensions of the fabri-
cated structure are different from those of the proposed struc-
ture. However, NIL can easily be extended for patterns of the
dimensions of the proposed structures. Thus, our results in-
dicate that NIL can be a suitable method to fabricate the
photonic crystals structures not only for the infrared but also
for the visible region and even beyond. The fabrication of
membranes suspended in air further requires one to remove
the silicon substrate, which can be done by wet and dry
etching methods. This process has already been demon-
strated for thin nanostructured Si3N4 membranes with regular
arrays of holes.22 For the fabrication of polymeric mem-
branes, as used for the photonic crystal slabs presented here,
methods have to be found for the selective removal of the
underlying substrate without damaging the polymer. Progress
in this issue and the optical characterization of proposed pho-
tonic crystal structures will be reported in the future.
In summary, we showed theoretically that low refractive
index polymer slabs with a triangular array of air holes can
exhibit complete in-plane PBGs for the TE-like modes and
the reduced width-line defects can introduce the guided
modes propagating along the line defects. The successful
embossing of a triangular array of rods into polymer film
indicate that the nanoimprint process could be suitable for
the fabrication of polymeric photonic crystal structures.
Nanoimprinted polymer photonic crystal slabs will be useful
in the implementation of low-cost and low-loss PBG optical
devices.
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FIG. 4. Scanning electron microscopy micrographs of the silicon stamp
having a triangular array of rods with a line defect fabricated using e-beam
lithography and subsequent anisotropic reactive ion etching of silicon sad
and PMMA film imprinted by the stamp sbd. The radius of rod is 130 nm and
the lattice constant 405 nm. The averaged depth of imprinted holes mea-
sured by the atomic force microscopy is about 385 nm.
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